Imperial Forces
Battle of Breitenfeld
17 September 1631

Commanding General: Tilly

1st Line:
Left Wing Horse: Pappenheim
- Merode-Waroux Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Pernstein Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Alt-Piccolomini Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Neu-Piccolomini Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Rangoni Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Neu-Sachsen Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Strozzi Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)

Center Foot: Tilly
- Holstein Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Chiesa Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- M. Gallas Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- E. Fürstenburg Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Baldiron-Dietrichstein Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Alt-Tilly Infantry Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Geleen Infantry Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Goess Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Savelli Infantry Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Blankhardt Infantry Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Pappenheim Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Comargo-Reinach Infantry Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Wahl Infantry Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Wangler Infantry Regiment (10 cos)

Right Wing Horse: Fürstenburg
- Baumgarten Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Cronberg Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Alt-Sachsen Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Schonberg Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Alt-Wengersky Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
  Included a small detachment of dragoons

Reserve: (2nd Line Horse)
- Colloredo Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Croni Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Erwitte Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos) (CL)
- Haraucourt Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Montecuccoli Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)

Skirmishers not in line:
- Isolano's Croatian Horse Regiment

CL - denotes Catholic League unit. Mostly Bavarian except for a few from Cologne.

The Pernstein Cuirassier Regiment was understrength due to recent losses at Angberg. The official Swedish History indicates that the two Piccolomini
Cuirassier Regiments were Catholic League units, but the Alt-Piccolomini
Regiment is most certainly the Imperial regiment. No other Piccolomini
cuirassier regiment exists in the Imperial or League lists until 1632 when
Jung-Piccolomini was raised.
The Comargo-Reinach Infantry Regiment is actually a combination of the two understrength League regiments Comargl and Reinach. The Montecuccoli Arquebusier Regiment was understrength because of recent losses at Angeberg.

Besides the units listed above, which appear in the Swedish Official History, Wrede indicates that the Forgach Hussars and Montrichier Arquebusiers were present during the battle.